
Critical Thinking and Communication
In Cambridge English Examinations



Reflect on our assumptions
Question our reasoning

Not necessarily concerned with the truth value of the 
individual premises

What‘s critical thinking?
The short answer:
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In 2014, Donuts and Co. had an annual turnover of 
$300K. 
Andrea King became the Director of Donuts and Co. in 
2014. 
In 2015, Donuts and Co. had an annual turnover of 
$600K. 

So: Andrea King doubled the turnover of Donuts and 
Co. 

Example



What reasons were we given for believing it?
1. $600K is double $300K
2. King was appointed in 2014 and a year later turnover 

doubled
3. King introduced changes in her first year in the post that 

increased sales

The claim we are asked to believe: 
Andrea King doubled the turnover of Donuts and Co.

14%

32%

54%



Claim: Andrea King doubled the turnover of Donut and Co. 

Reason: King was appointed in 2014 and a year later turnover doubled. 

Flaw 1 (speaker’s): Assuming that A caused B just because event B 
happens after event A. 

• Example: ‘There was a knock at the door after the phone rang.’ Was the 
phone ringing responsible for the person knocking on the door? 

Flaw 2 (listener’s): Assuming there must be an implied though not stated 
reason to support the statement 

• Example: Andrea must have taken some effective measures

Reflect on assumptions, question our 
reasoning



A mental 
enquiry 
process

What‘s critical thinking?
The longer answer:

Identify positions, 
arguments & conclusions

Evaluate evidence

Identify false assumptions

Present position in a 
structured, clear, well-
reasoned and convincing way

Stella Cottrell (2005): 
Critical Thinking Skills. 
Palgrave Macmillan



Identify and separate key points
Locate (e.g. in a text) the best evidence for your answer or 
position
Evaluate the evidence for alternative arguments
Construct a line of reasoning answering the question set

Select the best examples
Provide evidence to support your argument

In an academic setting especially…



Cambridge English Exams and…
…identify and separate key points

B2 Business 
Vantage Reading





Cambridge English Exams and…
…identify and separate key points

B2 Business 
Vantage Reading



Cambridge English Exams and…
…identify and separate key points

C1 Advanced 
Speaking

Here are your pictures. They show 
people together in different situations. I’d 
like you to compare two of them, saying 
why the people might be doing these 
things together, and how the people 
might be feeling. 



Cambridge English Exams and…
…locate best evidence & evaluate alternative 
evidence

B2 First Reading



Cambridge English Exams and…
…construct a line of reasoning answering the question 
set

C1 Advanced 
Writing



Cambridge English Exams and…
…construct a line of reasoning answering the question 
set

C1 Business 
Higher Writing



Cambridge English Exams and…
…answer the question set

B1 to C2+ Speaking: 
Discourse Management



Cambridge English Exams and…
…select best examples, provide evidence

Reading & 
Listening: 

multiple choice, 
matching

Speaking: 

Writing: 

Why?



Your complaint got a response that did not address the question 
you raised
An example you provided for an idea was distorted to represent 
another idea
User manual instructions assumed you already knew the basics
Your performance was judged on the basis of irrelevant aspects
A student‘s position was (probably) justified, but their examples 
were unconvincing

Critical thinking is essential to effective 
communication
Think of situations when…



(if it is true that) Critical thinking is essential to real-life effective 
communication
(AND if it is true that) Cambridge English Exams assess real-
life effective communication skills

Then: Cambridge English Exams integrate 
critical thinking skills by design

Final check: is this reasoning correct?



Simona Petrescu
Assessment Services Europe

Cambridge Assessment English

petrescu.s@cambridgeenglish.org
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Reading, B2 Business Vantage 
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C1 Advanced Speaking 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     
  

Here are your pictures. They show people together in different situations. 
I’d like you to compare two of them, saying why the people might be doing 
these things together, and how the people might be feeling.  
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B2 First Reading 
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C1 Advanced Writing sample task and extract from assessment scales 
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C1 Business Higher Writing 
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Speaking assessment scales (here from CEFR level B1 to C2+) 
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